
MAGIC PAINTER
Supplying Magic Air for Painting



WHY USE THE MAGIC 

PAINTER FOR SPRAY 

PAINTING 

OPERATION?



• MrMagic Painter is capable of supplying air
required for painting operation without any
oil and moisture.

• Mr. Magic Painter is painfully aware of the
money you drain in your paint shop daily.
Hence he performs to save you paint (upto
60%) and power (above 50%) compared to
conventional compressed air spray
painting.



• Mr Magic Painter knows that dry and
warm air can produce consistent and best
results while painting, hence he supplies
warm and dry air right at the point of paint
spray.

• Mr Magic Painter understands the
dangerous health hazards to which
Painters are exposed inhaling the paint
fumes while painting. Hence he drastically
reduces the paint fog normally associated
with compressed air paint spraying.



• Mr Magic Painter is aware of paint quality
issues like paint penetration into recessed
areas, corners, crevices etc. Hence he has
developed the power and the art of carrying the
paint into these areas, because guns can be
positioned closure to the objects.



• Mr.Magic Painter will start questioning the
conventional wisdom of paint booths designs
with huge amount of air exhaust equivalent
amount of conditioned input air into the Paint
booth, huge money spent on booth
maintenance etc. Because he can drastically
cut down the paint overspray, reduce paint fog
and paint bounce back.



• Mr.Magic Painter will not worry about faraday
cage effect usually affecting the performance of
all conventional electrostatic guns. Because
Mr.Magic Painter do not use electrostatics to
spray the paint.



• Mr Magic Painter understands the solvent
chemistry, right way to carry the paint to the
object, dry out at optimum temperature and
humidity conditions, and reduce rejects due to
irrational behavior of many solvents under the
influence of compressed air.



• Mr Magic Painter do not like to wrestle with
very thick paints normally sprayed with very
high pressure airless pumps. Other than such
paints it can efficiently spray all types of paints.

• The warm, dry air supplied allows the liquid to
start leveling rather than having to wait for the
cold compressed air to warm up to the Amber
temperature before it can even begin to level
out.



• MrMagic Painter holds a U.S patent for this

innovative technology. He was initially incu-

bated at Ford Motor Company in USA and have

30 years experience working at many Auto

motive, aerospace, wood, plastic, car refinishing

Commercial vehicles, metal working industries

worldwide. He had handled all types of paints

including waterborne, CARG, EMI, RFI PAINT
Polyurethanes and very friendly with all robots,
and other automatic painting machines.












